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It’s easy to fall into the trap of thinking about LinkedIn 
as a company-oriented network. After all, when 
you input your information, it is all about your work 
experience and your current resume. 

You get emails and notifications when friends reach 
company-based milestones, such as being with their 
business for a certain number of years. It’s not all 
about the business though. LinkedIn is about the 
people who use it. People like you.

When you think about LinkedIn as a people-based 
platform, it becomes a more effective resource. 
You can use it to network, to reconnect with others, 
and to research companies based on your needs, as 
opposed to business needs. 

What’s really powerful is that you can get this 
information and insight through people’s posts 
and shares, instead of from a top-down company 
overview.

Remembering that LinkedIn is a network of people 
will help you find leads for technology jobs, and 
connect with your dream employer on an essential, 
more human level.
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Does LinkedIn Work?

First, let’s look at the numbers. As of January 2020, 
LinkedIn has over 575 million users, 260 million 
of whom are active. Forty percent of users log on 
daily, with two new members joining the site per 
second! That’s a lot of people, representing a very 
large network.

LinkedIn is popular with students and recent 
graduates, with about 50 million users falling into 
that demographic. It makes sense, given LinkedIn’s 
power to help people find jobs.

There are 14 million open job listing sites on 
LinkedIn, meaning there are many opportunities… 
if you know where and how to look.

There are two big factors involved in making 
LinkedIn work for you. First, you need to create 
a robust, quality presence on the platform. This 
means building your network, and your profile, to 
make yourself appealing to recruiters looking for 
people like you. 

This is a fairly passive approach, but you need to 
do the work to get yourself into a good position 
and stay there.

Second, you must seek out opportunities. At the 
very least, this helps boost your network. In a best-
case scenario, it could result in a successful job 
application and interview thanks to what you have 
learned via LinkedIn.

YOU NEED TO CREATE A 
ROBUST, QUALITY PRESENCE. 
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Focus on 
Networking First

The number one way people find a new job is 
through a referral. And companies often recruit 
through existing employees’ networks.

Before you can use your network, you have to 
have one. If you do not have a network built up 
and are suddenly in need of a job lead, you are 
going to have a harder time than someone who did 
the work to expand his or her social and business 
contacts in advance.

Networking may not come naturally to you. That’s 
okay. LinkedIn makes it easy to cultivate a good 
network for technology jobs. Instead of having to 
make awkward small talk at a party or keep up 
conversation in an elevator, you can focus on digital 
networking.

Having at least 50 connections on LinkedIn is 
a good place to start. These should be trusted 
connections — so, maybe not your neighbor’s 
mom’s best friend. Former classmates, coworkers, 
or current friends and family are good additions. 

Each of these people has their own network and 
can loop you in if and when you need it. All of 
a sudden, you will have access to a wide range 
of people without ever having to chat about the 
weather. With 500 connections, you are considered 
an expert networker!

LinkedIn works by sharing search results within 
three levels of connections. This means that you 
have to be connected at someone’s first, second, 
or third level to show up. The more connections 
you have, the better your chances of appearing in a 
search, so get networking!

What about when you receive a connection request 
from someone else? You may be tempted to go ahead 
and accept it no matter what, in the name of bumping 
up your numbers. It all comes down to your goals for 
LinkedIn: do you want to have a very personalized 
network or expand your community for more 
options?

Even if you want to add to the number of contacts 
you have, it can be disconcerting to accept requests 
from strangers or people you aren’t sure you know. If 
someone sends a personalized message to you with 
their request, it can go a long way in explaining why 
they are reaching out! If you do not recognize his or 
her name, and the person hasn’t bothered to indicate 
why they want to connect, you may want to hold off 
on accepting that particular contact.

As you can see, it’s important to send personalized 
requests, and we’ll go into more detail about that 
later.

WHAT ARE YOUR LINKEDIN 
GOALS? EXPAND YOUR 
COMMUNITY OR PERSONALIZE 
YOUR NETWORK? 
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Recommendations and Endorsements

Another key aspect of making LinkedIn work for you is getting recommendations and 
endorsements from the people within your network. Recruiters will be looking at your 
profile to see if you have skills that are relevant to their postings.

The skills you list on your profile are the ones most relevant to your current role or the 
role you’d like to have. Your job history and resume should reflect how you possess and 
use these skills. Order the list with your most valuable endorsements at the top.

You often get what you give, so spend some time endorsing your connections for their 
skills. Be authentic and focus on skills and people you can vouch for. Endorsing people 
will make them more likely to do the same for you.

The same holds true for recommendations. Set a good example by proactively 
recommending your connections. Take the time to write a well-thought-out, honest 
recommendation and you could inspire them to write one for you.

When you are seeking out a recommendation, aim for a genuine statement, specific to 
you and your skills rather than a generic: “This person is good at work!” Reach out to 
people who you trust to give you a well thought out, carefully crafted response. If you 
want them to use a certain keyword, use the keyword in your request. 

Don’t be shy about explaining how a recommendation from them on a specific area will 
help you. If your contact worked with you on a successful project, for example, you can 
ask for a statement that reflects your valuable contributions to the result. 

Don’t be afraid to ask. LinkedIn, after all, is about networking. 

And last, but not least, don’t forget to thank them for their time.
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Write well.

• When you are filling out your profile, make sure everything is well written. Don’t treat 
it like a Facebook update, or, worse, like a dating app profile. Your professional brand 
is at stake, be diligent and give it due attention. 

• Having said that, some of the things you might strive for in a dating profile will apply 
here — you want to make a good first impression and keep them wanting more.

Getting Your Profile Ready

Looking for technology jobs? Using LinkedIn will help demonstrate you have a good 
command of technology. Too many LinkedIn profiles are left blank or under-utilized, 
which can be a negative for someone who is supposed to be a tech expert. Always fill out 
as much of your profile as you can. 

Include a high-quality  
photo of yourself.

• LinkedIn says users with a profile photo receive 
on average 21 times more views than someone 
who doesn’t; and up to 36 times more 
messages. 

• Your photo should reflect your personality and 
your professionalism. This is not a good time to 
bring out your selfie stick. 

• “Dress for the job you want” — even in your 
photo. Your LinkedIn profile provides you with 
an opportunity to put your best self out there. 

You can add examples of  
your work to LinkedIn.

• Definitely do this! Samples can go a long way 
in setting you apart from the rest of the pack. 

• LinkedIn supports many different types 
of media, including PDFs, video files, and 
images. Use this space as your portfolio, and 
you will attract more attention.
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Your employment history  
matters, too.

• In particular, consider your reviews, 
measurable results, and accomplishments. 
If you can back up what you say with 
multimedia, do it! 

• Charts, presentations and files go a long way 
in proving what an asset you have been to 
other companies in the past. 

• With a well-rounded employment history 
section, it will be easy for recruiters to see 
why you would be a great asset.

Sell your niche.

• LinkedIn shares a list of 10 buzzwords you should 
avoid. They are the most overused for 2018. If 
you are tempted to use: specialized, experienced, 
leadership, skilled, passionate, expert, motivated, 
creative, strategic, or successful, it’s time to dust 
off your thesaurus.

• Do not rely on generic descriptions, like those 
above. Focus instead on what is uniquely you, and 
use keywords that showcase your skills. 

• Perfect your headline and summary. These are 
two of the main places a recruiter will look when 
checking out your profile. These are great places 
to use searchable keywords, engaging language, 
and brief content that is easy to scan. This is 
where you can advertise yourself to the greatest 
effect, so make it memorable.

Add volunteer experience.

• When you add volunteer experience and the things you are passionate about to your 
profile, they should not be as highly ranked as your work experience, but these additions 
will help humanize you. 

• If you find that you share an interest or hobby with a recruiter or contact, this is a solid way 
to make a connection. This can lead to a great job! And if a recruiter is choosing between 
two equally skilled candidates, volunteer work may well give one of them the edge.

Getting Your Profile Ready
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Keep your profile fresh and exciting  
with regular updates.

• Comment, share articles of interest, and otherwise keep your name 
popping up on the platform. Keep forgetting to log on? Set reminders on 
your calendar. Make a little time each day to socialize and network on 
LinkedIn. It ’s well worth it!

• Writing posts for LinkedIn not only keeps your profile updated, but it is also 
another way for you to share what makes you so hireable. Write quality 
content that engages others and shows off your skill set. 

• If you mention people or companies, tag them in the content so they can 
see it and share it. Use your other social networking platforms to share 
your content, too. Expanding your reach is especially important when 
you’re looking for a job.

Let people know what you want.

• If you are actively job seeking, don’t be shy about it. Set your profile up to indicate 
that you are looking for a job. This lets human resources professionals and recruiters 
know that you are open to new opportunities.

• If you are currently employed but still looking, you can update your settings to make 
your searches confidential. While we understand that you may not want your boss 
knowing you’re job-hunting, you should be able to let recruiters in on your secret! 
LinkedIn will allow you to hide your activity updates, remain private while viewing 
profiles, and keep your memberships private.

Getting Your Profile Ready
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On that note, you need to have 
contact information available. 

• If you don’t leave a way for people to get in 
touch with you on your profile, you may have 
done all this work for nothing! 

• Add your social media platforms if they are 
professionally appropriate. Add your email 
address, phone number, and other methods to 
connect. 

• Be sure you are monitoring these accounts, or 
you could miss out on an important message!

Finally, consider creating  
a custom URL for your  

public profile.  

• It’s free and easy, but often overlooked. This 
shows your attention to detail and makes your 
name more searchable.

Getting Your Profile Ready
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Finding Opportunities and Leads

If you think of searching for job leads like fishing, LinkedIn is an ocean. You could be there for 
days trying to find an opportunity that matches what you want, only to come up with less than 
stellar catches. 

The key to success is to fine-tune your search. As an angler knows their best spot, you need to 
identify the best combination of search terms to find what you want. 

When you use LinkedIn to search for jobs, narrow your terms and search for technology 
positions by skill. This also works for when you are looking for groups or potential networking 
leads.

If you search for “help desk support,” for example, the results will all have something to do 
with that particular skill or talent, and you’re off to a great start. Keywords related to company 
names, job titles, industries, and location also help narrow the search. Then fine-tune your 
search by adjusting the seniority of the desired position and the company size.

You can also search through updates and posts on LinkedIn with hashtags like #jobs or 
#hiring. This can reveal some information that might not show up for you otherwise. 

LinkedIn groups can help job seekers and those who wish to expand their network. Join groups 
that apply to your industry, your location, your career (whether the one you have or the one 
you want) and your personal interests. This gives you further insight into trends, companies of 
note, and potential career opportunities, narrowed down to make the most of your time.

Engage with these groups, instead of being a lurker on the outskirts. It takes time, but it’s 
time well spent. Connect with fellow group members. Answer and ask questions and reply to 
comments. These activities will help you build up 
that all-important network.

One of the best parts of the Groups pages? Each 
has its own jobs tab, with opportunities and 
openings that match the group’s interests.

JOIN A GROUP AND MAKE SURE  
TO ENGAGE AND CONNECT  
WITH OTHER MEMBERS. 
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Using LinkedIn for 
Human-Based Research

Read all you want about a company online and 
you will probably find corporate-approved good 
news. LinkedIn offers you a way to understand 
what a company is really like by cutting through 
the business-speak and looking at what real people 
have to say.

The odds are good that a current employee is not 
going to bash a business online, but you can get a 
good idea of what the company culture is like by 
researching its employees. 

Take a look at employment history, interests, 
and group memberships. You may notice 
some trends, such as a lot of people who value 
fitness extracurriculars or a shared interest in 
programming. You can get insight into what the 
people at the organization value, professionally and 
personally. 

This will give you an idea of whether or not the 
company culture aligns with what is important to 
you.

You can also use this human-based research to 
understand a company before reaching out to a 
potential network contact or prior to an interview. 

You can use LinkedIn to find out what you might 
have in common current employees or see what 
they have accomplished. 

Research like this will help you connect better 
in person, as you will be able to ask intelligent 
questions and clearly articulate how you are a good 
fit and what you can add to the company’s culture. 

RESEARCH CAN GIVE YOU INSIGHT 
ABOUT A COMPANY’S CULTURE TO 
SEE IF IT APPEALS TO YOU.
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Reaching out to a recruiter  
is fast.

It’s certainly much faster than waiting around 
for an advertised job. And it’s easier than 
competing with hundreds of other applicants. 
So long as you can find the right contact, you 
can shorten your job hunt substantially.

Following specific companies means you 
will always get notified of their updates and 
changes. If they post a new job opportunity, 
an article that speaks to you, or something 
that gives you the chance to reach out, you 
will know about it as soon as it’s published.

Before reaching out to a  
company, check to see if you have  

any connections. 

This is where your network comes into play. Even 
if it’s a friend-of-a-friend situation, if it originates 
from one of your trusted contacts, you are in a good 
position to introduce yourself with a personalized 
touch. A referral from an existing employee is even 
better.

You can always reach out directly, whether you have 
applied for a job or want to connect with a hiring 
manager or IT recruiter. In LinkedIn’s people search, 
query for recruiters, managers, or other positions you 
think would suit your needs. Filter it by your location, 
find the right contact, and send a well-written, 
carefully proofread introduction message.

Tailor your message to each  
person you contact.

Sending a default request shows (or makes it look 
like) you have not bothered to do any research. You 
can do better. 

You can access information about people and 
their employers easily with LinkedIn, so use that to 
personalize your request. Take a look at work they’ve 
published and start with a comment on that or find a 
common interest to introduce yourself with style.

Reaching Out to a Company

Applying for the job is easy, but what about connecting with the company? When you can 
humanize yourself, you are often a much more appealing candidate. Nearly anyone with a 
LinkedIn profile can hit “apply,” so you need to stand out.

Leveraging a recruiting firm is a great way to take a proactive approach to your job 
search.  They are in the business of building relationships with the very people you are 
trying to reach. Why not take advantage of that? 
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The Benefits of LinkedIn for Jobs

In an ideal world, you never even have to do a job search or engage in networking. You 
would graduate from school with a great set of skills and an opportunity at your dream 
employer would open up at the same time, yours for the taking. 

The reality is, however, that leveraging recruiting professionals gives you an edge. There 
are a lot of people and different types of positions in this industry. Getting your foot in 
the door can be hard; especially if you are just starting out. Even for those who have well-
established careers, making a change can sometimes be a challenge.

By using LinkedIn, you can loop into recruiting without having to spend your hard-earned 
money or wasting time pursuing fruitless leads and connections. Using LinkedIn for job 
seeking is as simple as remembering that it is a platform there to serve you. All you have 
to do is sign up for a free account, maintain your profile wisely, and engage with others.

If you are an expert  in a given field, you know how powerful the right platform can be. 
With LinkedIn, every person you meet, every connection you make, and every friend of a 
friend becomes an integral part of your career path. 

Many people never know when someone they meet in passing at a conference could be 
just the right person to help launch your career to the next level. With LinkedIn, however, 
you can discover just that and use it to your advantage.

The bottom line: LinkedIn makes it easier to connect with a recruiter, and recruiters 
make it easier for you to get the job you want.
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Recruiters Can Help You Find Your Dream Job

Pretty much everybody has that bad job story. They may have taken a job they didn’t 
love because they really needed the work or perhaps what looked like a great fit on paper 
turned out to be terrible in real life. 

Recruiters help reduce the risk of a bad fit. A good recruiter knows how to connect 
candidates and employers who are a good match, for more than superficial reasons. 

The recruiter makes this happen by fully understanding what makes you tick — your 
career goals, your skills and your personality. He or she will work to find a position for you 
that meets these needs, from a desire to work in a more relaxed environment to getting 
experience with a certain type of technology or coding. A recruiter should always ask 
what is important to you. 

Recruiters also save you wasted effort and time. They know the ins and outs of every 
job and every company. They will direct you to positions that suit you in terms of salary, 
benefits, location, and other important factors. They can also help you navigate the 
interview and onboarding process with success and guide you during salary negotiations.

For all of these reasons and more, it makes sense to reach out and work with a recruiter. 

You may not be able to make your dream job open up out of nowhere, right when you 
need it. With the information in this guide, however, you can make things happen for your 
career. Use LinkedIn to grow your network, create opportunities, and present yourself 
with confidence and professionalism for a better chance at success.

Concero is a recruitment firm that connects you with our deep network of 

employers looking for your talent and skills. We use our connections, insight and 

tenacity to help you get the job you want and get ahead in life. Concero offers 

contract, contract-to-hire and direct-hire placement services to organizations 

looking for professionals — from entry level to the c-suite and from the shop 

floor to the top floor — in the greater St. Louis region.

14755 North Outer Forty Road, Suite 215 : Chesterfield, MO 63017      Concero
: 314.748.1060 : GetConcero.com : 

Make our network your network

Get Connected. Get Concero. 

We are recruiters who help talented professionals 

: Information Technology : Finance & Accounting : Engineering & Industrial :
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